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Microwave Absorption Transient Spectroscopy
for Investigation of Deep Levels in Semiconductors

Youlchi Tamura and Chihiro Hanaguchi

Department of Electronics Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

Osaka Universityr Sui.ta City, Osaka 565, Japan

A novel method for deep level transient spectroscopy is reported, which is ca1led
microwave absorption transj-ent spectroscopy(laATS), where we need no electrod.e contacts
to the samples- The Present nethod is based on a measurement of microwave absorption
transient induced by excess carriers excited by laser pulse. Measurements were madeusing 35GItz mi.crowave and He-Ne laser of 15mW modulated by AO modulator. Obtained
signals are analyzed by a usual DLTS nethod, and give energy l-evels and their crosssections. Measurements and analysis were.made in semi-insulating GaAs, n-GaAs andn-rnP. we found AE1=9.33t0.01eV for rn-doped semi-insulating GaAs.

E 1. Introduction
Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) have

been widel-y used

semiconductors.
for the characteri.zation of

The basi-c i.dea of this method is
of theEo utilize the fact that the transi.ent

electrical properties of a semiconductor reflects
the chargi-ng states of the deep 1ev"1.1) In order
to improve this method and achieve spectroscopic
analysis, various techniques have been developed,
for example, transient capacitance methods such as

D-8-1

because these materials are used for substrates of
high speed devices.

In this paper we will report a nerir DLTS

method which requires no electrode contacts and

can be used for characterization of both
conductive and high-reslsti.ve semi_conductors. The

present method is based on a measurement of
transient, microwave absorption due to excess

carriers excited by puJ_se laser, where the sample

is inserted in a waveguide and thus we need no
usual

current

called
that

-- - 2\ ?'rDLTS-' and optical DLTS,-/ or
analysis of diode structures.

electrode contacts. We call- this
absorption transi.ent spectroscopy

transient
4) 

These

rrmicrowave

(MATS) n.

Dethods' holteve!, cantrot be used for hlgh- Analysle ls qutte alnilar to the plfs nethod. Id

A11 the methods stated above require the
electrode contacts to the sarnples, and thus the
expelimental resulta are subject to the coadlttod 52. ?rtnclple of lllcro.wave Absorptl.on Tlanslent
of the electrical contacts. These methods are

resJ-stivity semiconductors because of the
difficulty in injection of carri-ers in these
specimens. To overcome this difficulty,

(current) transient spectroscopy
has been proposed in which excess

are optically injected by pulse J_ight.

induced

method5)

carri-ers

photo-
(PITS)

trdestructive measurementsft in the sense

they require processing of semiconduct,ors,
cutting into smal_l pieces, dopi-ng, evaporatj.on of
metal fil-ms and so on. From the view point of
semiconductor characterization, non-destructive
method ls the best. In addition the
characterization of semi-insulating materlals, for
example high-resistivity GaAs, is very important

this paper we present experimental technique of
the MATS and how Eo analyze the data. We also
report a model calculation of transient of excess

carriers in serni-insulating GaAs, which supports
the present analysis. Experimental results will
be shovm for semi-insulating GaAs, n-GaAs and

n-InP.

Spectroscopy

When a l-ight pu1_se is incident on a sample,
excess carriers are excited and decay by
recombination. Change in absorption coefficient
of microwave Ao due to excess conductivity Ao is
given by

aa= I 
ao

cnoeo
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Fig. I Schematic diagram of, the energy levels of
trapping and recombination centers, where the
arrows indicate electron and hole transitions and
ei and Ci are emission and capture rate for the

J .Jprocess J.

where c is the light velocity in vacuumr no is the

refractive index of the material and eo is the

diel-ectric constant i-n f ree space. When the

excess conductivity is dominated by excess

electrons, it is given by

absorption measurements as a function of
temperature. Therefore the usual DLTS analysis
can be applied to the I,IATS experiments. To make

it clear we consider a case shown in Fig.l, where

trapping centers Nt located at Bl and

recombination cenLers Nn located at En are

considered. We consider the processes indicated
by arrows only, where e. and C. are respectively
emission rate and capture rate for the process j,
and n, and nR are densities of the trapping and

recombination centers occupied by electrons,
respectively. Rate equations are given by

dn
ff = enTnT-CnT(Nr-nr)n+enRnR-CnR(U*-n*)n+S (4)

dp /\a
;t = "nn(Nn-rn)-cn*n*t+e (5)

dtT
;13 = -"rrTtT*crrr(Nr-nr)n (6)

dtR
a- = -"r,RrR*C.,*(N*-n*)n+.nn(Nn-on)-Cngnnp (7)

where n and p are the free
densities, and g is the

electron-hole pairs. The

condition is

n*(nr-nro)+(n*-n*o) = p

electron and hole

generation rate of
charge neutrality

rnrhere subscript o indicates its thermal

equilibrium value. First we consider the fast
decay of the electrons in a very short period. In
this case oT j-s assumed to be constant and we

obtain from eq. (4)

n = n.exp(-t/t )-n (e)

where n is an initial value of n'and

.*nrl 
fc.r{rur-nr)n ilr.*

N- ++-- ..*n*l 
I' n, Nr-nr 

N* 1+l+_i(nRll**
cpnnnP I I to*

IJ
EV

ozt
Ac = 

-<{>4rtmrt I+n2T2

and it is approximated f sa tlr<< I

o2,
Ao = fti1"

(2)

(8)

(3)

where An is excess electron density, e the

electronic charge, m* the electron effective mass,

t the relaxaEion time of the electrons, o the

angular frequency of microwave and the brackets

indicate average of the quantity using an

appropriate distribution function, usually
Maxrsell-Bol-tzmann distribution is used. Electron

nobility is much larger than hole nobility and

thus we can neglect a contribution of holes to the

absorption when the hole density is comparable or

less excess electron density. In the present work

we assume that excess electrons dominate the

microwave absorption, which is supported by the

analysi-s given later.
When we measure transient of the rnicrowave

absorptioll, we obtaj-n time evoluLion of the excess

electrons in the conduction band. Since the

electrons are determined by recombination and

trapping, detrapping is monitored by microwave

Crr*(N*-n*).

decay we can put dn/dt = 0

(6) can be approximated as

-enToT

l. =Tn

For slow

eguation

dtT

-=dr

and therefore we obtain

r = "rTrrrire"p(-"rrrt)

(10)

in eq. (4) and

(11)

6s6
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where n, is an initial value of nr. Equation
governs the decay of excess electrons in
region of the present experiments. From eqs.
(3) and (12) we obtain

Acl = Aerrrexp (-errrt) .

laser of fi281\ wirh A0 nodularor). These

photoexcited carriers are captured by electron or
hole traps. After the excitation of 0.1ru50ns

duration, the trapped carriers are detrapped
resulting in a transient microwave absorption.
The change in microwave absorption is detected by

a crystal detector and digitized after
anplification. Data at different temperatures are

stored on a desktop computer (YHP9836A). Using

this system we can set arbi-trary time-window
(tr,tr) after the measurements and a doubl-e-gate

technique can be used. TemperaLure is controlled
in the range from 77K to 350K.

lle present a typical result of the MATS

spectra in Fig.3 as a function of temperature for
In-doped semi-insulating GaAs, where the time
window is set as tr=0.1r 0.2r 0.3, 0.5 and lms and

tr=lOms. We find in Fig.3 one peak which shifts
to lower temperature with increasing tl. The plot

)
of log(T-lerr) versus 1/T is shown in Fig.4, which
provides AE'=O.3310.01eV and orr=2xl0-12"r2. This

o ln doped Sl-GoAs
tt(ms)/tz(ms)

o 0.1 / 10.0
b 0.2 / 10.0
c 0.J / 10.0
d o.s / ro.o
e 1.0 / 10.0
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Fig.3 MATS spectra as a function of temperature
for different tirne windows in In-doped seml-
insulating GaAs.

(12)

the

(1),

( 13)

By the derivatj-on of Ao(tr)-Acr(rr) (for t2>rl)
with respecLive to temperaturer w€ find that a

maximum occurs at a temperature T*"*, and we can

obtain eoT au a solution of

exp (-err1t 1) -exp (-eo1t 
2 )

nT tlexp (-enttl)-t2exp (-enttZ)

The relation betw""r Tr"* 
"rd "rrT 

is given by

enT = orrTtrrN""*P(-AEr/krr"*) (15)

where CrrT=onTvrr, onT the capture cross.section of
the trapr v' the Lhermal velocity of electrons and

AE, the activation energy of the trap.
The energy and the cross section of the

trapping center are easily found by running
spectra with different sampling time window trrt,
as in classical DLTS measurements. In other
words, the plot of tog(f2/eo) versus 1/T gives the
energy and the cross section.

93. Experimental Procedures and Results

Block diagram of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig.2, where a Gunn oscillator of 35GHz

is used for the microrirave source and a sample is
inserted in a waveguide. Electron-hole pairs are

generated by modulated laser pulses (15mW IIe-Ne
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Fig,2 Block diagram of microwave
transient spectroscopy (MATS) .
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Fig.4 Plot of t2/en versus L/T
insulating GaAs.
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Fig.6 I"IATS spectrum as a function of temperature
in n-InP.

Ievel corresponds to ET5 reported by faniguctri.6)
Similar measurements were carried out on non-

doped semi-insulating GaAs and epitaxially grown

n-GaAs. An example of the MATS spectrum in
epitaxial n-GaAs is shown in Fig.5, where we find
two peaks. The plot of log(T-/en) versus L/T

provides AE1=g.28eV and orr=6x1g-16"t2 for PI, and

AE1=g .47eY and, oo=2x16-13"r2 for P2. These tr.ro

levels are assigned to the levels reported by

lvlarti-n,7) rh"t" the peak PI corresponds to EL8 and

P2 to EL4.

MATS measurements hrere al-so perf ormed on

n-InP and the results are shown in Fig.6, where we

find only one peak. The plot of 1og (t?/eil versus

1/T provides AE1=0.46eV and orr={x1g-14"t2 which is
very close to the deep level AE'=O.43eV reported

R\
by Tapst er ."'

54. Model Calculation of Excited Carrier Transient
Transient properties of the excited carriers

can be calculated using eqs. (4) to (8). In the

0.5
TIME (ms)

(b)

Fig.7 Calculated time dependences of An1, An and
Ap. (a) the region of fast decay (t<100ns), (b)
the region of slow decay. (See text in detail.)

present calculations we used Runge-Kutta method.

As an example we will present here the result of
semi-insulating GaAs. The following parameters

are used and temperature is T=270Kt AE1=g.3eV,

N,1=1g15"r-3, onT=10-l6cm2, Eg=Epr Ng=1916"r-3,

orrg=opg=1g-15"t2, 8=1020"t-3"-1. The results are

shor,tm in Fig.7 (a) for early stage of the decay

(t<100ns) and in (b) for the slow decay (t<lms),
where the excess electron and hole densities and

trapped electron density are shornm. We find i.n

Fig.7 (a) that the electrons decay faster than the

holes in the time range t<25ns and after that the

electrons decay very slow1y. At t>75ns the

density of excess electrons is larger than the

hole density. In Fig.7 (b) we find that the decay

times of the excess electrons and trapped

electrons are the same and the decay time

determines the transient of the MATS signals we

are interested in.

95. Summary

A new method for DLTS, MATS,' has been

developed, This method requires no electrode
contacts and it is very simple and powerful,

applied to conductive or semi-insulating
o\

crvstals. -'
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Fig.5 MATS spectrum as a function
in epitaxial n-GaAs.
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